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Observation of a novel flow regime caused by finite electric wall conductance
in an initially turbulent magnetohydrodynamic duct flow
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We present results of a series of numerical simulations of an initially fully developed turbulent flow of a liquid
metal in a long duct under the influence of a constant uniform transverse magnetic field and various wall conductances (ranging from perfectly insulated to perfectly conducting walls). The changes in the wall conductance
caused the appearance of novel flow regimes characterized by the coexistence of locally turbulent or laminar
flow regions and a nonmonotonic behavior of the corresponding wall-friction coefficients. In contrast to the
situation where an increase in the imposed magnetic field will lead to continuous suppression of turbulence and
final complete relaminarization of the flow in a specific range of wall-conducting parameters, we also observe an
apparent partial and complete turbulence regeneration from the magnetohydrodynamic-suppressed laminar state.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.104.L013101

Starting from the pioneering theoretical and experimental
studies of Refs. [1,2], the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) interactions (i.e., interactions between the flow of an electrically
conducting fluid (liquid metal, electrolyte, or plasma) and an
imposed magnetic field) play an important role in numerous
physical phenomena in nature and technology (e.g., origin of
planetary magnetic fields, continuous casting, crystal growth,
liquid-metal blankets in fusion reactors, etc., [3]). Despite
the progress of various experimental techniques in classical
fluid mechanics in recent years, MHD-related experiments are
still very challenging, especially if the local multiphysics information is needed (e.g., simultaneous measurements of the
instantaneous velocity and its gradients, pressure, electric potential, and total current density). Experimental difficulties are
caused by the nontransparency of liquid metals, limited spatial
and temporal resolutions, as well as the inherently threedimensional nature of interactions between the velocity and
electromagnetic fields. Recent progress in the eddy-resolving
numerical simulation techniques, such as direct numerical
simulation (DNS) and large eddy simulation (LES) approach,
have opened additional possibilities for analysis of complex
MHD interactions [4,5]. The advanced numerical simulations
of MHD phenomena can provide detailed insights into local
reorganization of the flow, turbulence, corresponding electric
potential and total current density, and their cross correlations. The latter are notoriously difficult to get from the
current experimental approaches and of crucial importance
for the development of the Reynolds-averaging based class of
turbulence models suitable for practical industrial and technological applications [6–8]. In the great majority of cases
presented in the literature, the central focus of the MHD numerical research aims to determine the transient and turbulent
flow characteristics in generic configurations, such as pipe,
duct, and channel flow, subjected to an external (uniform or
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partially imposed) magnetic field of different strengths and
orientations where the walls are assumed to be perfectly electrically insulated or conducting [9–13]. However, in practical
conditions, one has also to deal with the finite thickness
and electrical conductivity of surrounding walls, which can
significantly alter the electric current behavior in the entire
configuration. This alternation of electric current will affect
the distributions of the Lorentz force and, consequently, the
velocity components. The inclusion of surrounding walls with
a finite thickness and electric conductivity is associated with
numerous difficulties in both experimental and numerical
studies. For experiments, multiple modular setups are required
to study the influence of walls with various parameters. For
simulations, advanced numerical solvers need to be developed, which can include also solid wall regions (in addition
to the flow domain) for calculations of the electric current and
potential (so-called conjugate MHD phenomena). Although
the distinct effects of finite wall thickness and electric wall
conductivity on a laminar MHD flow were thoroughly investigated by Hunt [14], studies reporting on the effects of a wide
range of aforementioned wall parameters on MHD turbulent
flow are scarce in the literature. The impact of specific wall
conductivity values in a combination with different magnetic
field orientations on a laminar MHD duct flow was demonstrated in a numerical research of Ref. [15]. The formation
of the M-shape velocity profile, typical to the duct flow with
conductive walls, was observed. Effects of electrically conducting walls on rotating magnetoconvection were analyzed
in numerical simulations of Ref. [16]. It was shown that initially oscillatory magnetoconvection can become steady when
electrically conducting walls were imposed. The instabilities
in an MHD duct flow with a constant wall conductivity were
numerically and experimentally studied in Refs. [17,18], respectively. The onset of instabilities and jet detachments
were found in good agreement between the experiments
and the simulations. In experimental studies of Ref. [19],
measurements of the single- and multiphase MHD flows in
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rectangular channels were performed. When one of the electrically insulated walls was replaced with a copper plate (finite
conductance), a suppression of the turbulence intensity was
observed. Numerical studies of the linear stability of fully developed MHD flow in a square duct with insulating Shercliff
walls and thin electrically conducting Hartmann walls subjected to a uniform magnetic field were presented in Ref. [20].
The main conclusion was that the wall conductance ratio
determined flow stabilization or destabilization—depending
on the strength of the imposed magnetic field.
The main motivation of the present Letter is to fill an existing gap in the literature; we seek to provide a detailed insight
into the effects of finite electric conductivity of surrounding
walls on a turbulent MHD flow. We consider a single-phase
flow of an incompressible electrically conductive fluid in an
initially fully developed turbulent regime, subjected to the
homogeneous transverse magnetic field. Because of the magnetic Reynolds number Rem = u0 D/λ  1 condition (where
u0 is the characteristic velocity, D is the characteristic length
scale, and λ = 1/μ0 σ is the magnetic diffusivity), the oneway coupled MHD approach is used. The flow is described
by conservation of mass, momentum, and Ohm’s law for the
moving media, respectively,
∇ · u = 0,

(1)

1
∂u
1
+ (u · ∇)u = − ∇ p + ν∇ 2 u + (j × B),
∂t
ρ
ρ
  

(2)

FL

j = σ (−∇φ + u × B),

(3)

where u is the velocity, p is the pressure, j is the current
density, φ is the electric potential, B is the imposed magnetic
field, FL is the Lorentz force, ν is the kinematic viscosity, ρ is
the density, σ is the electrical conductivity. By imposing the
∇ · j = 0, the Ohm’s law reduces to a simple Poisson equation
for the electric potential as
∇ 2 φ = ∇ · (u × B).

(4)

In contrast to the governing transport equations for mass
and momentum, which are applied for the fluid domain, the
electric potential equation needs to be extended as well to
the surrounding walls of finite thickness (d) and conductivity
(σS ). Note that the interface condition needs to be satisfied,
i.e., φL = φS and σL ∂φL /∂n = σS ∂φS /∂n, where L and S indicate liquid (fluid) and solid (wall) domains, respectively, and n
is the wall normal. The problem is fully defined by two characteristic nondimensional parameters:
Reynolds (Re = u0 D/ν)
√
and Hartmann (Ha = BD σ /ρν) numbers.
To be able to simultaneously solve the distribution of governing parameters (φ and j) in both fluid and wall regions
as well to conserve the current density, we have developed
the integrated conjugate MHD solver by combining the four
steps projection method, proposed in Ref. [21], and the
grid-coupling approach to match the fluid and wall regions.
A finite-volume in-house code based on the open-source
OpenFOAM-extend is applied to solve the discretized form of
the transport equations, Eqs. (1)–(4). The second-order central
differencing scheme is applied for both diffusive and convective terms, whereas the time integration is performed by

FIG. 1. Sketch of the simulation domain for the conjugate MHD
duct flow.

the second-order backward scheme. For additional numerical
details, see Ref. [22].
All simulations are performed for the configuration shown
in Fig. 1. We analyze the turbulent flow of an electrically
conducting fluid (σL ) in a long duct (L = 40 D) with a square
cross-section (D × D), surrounded by two walls with a finite
thickness (d/D = 0.05), and an arbitrary electric conductivity (σS ). The remaining upper and lower walls (Shercliff
walls), parallel to the imposed magnetic field, are electrically
insulated. At all walls, the no-slip velocity boundary condition is imposed. The flow is driven by the imposed pressure
gradient in the streamwise x direction (periodic boundary condition), whereas the uniform magnetic field is imposed in the
transverse y direction. The left- and right-surrounding walls
(Hartmann walls), perpendicular to the imposed magnetic
field, are characterized by a finite thickness and an arbitrary
electric conductivity. These wall characteristics are incorporated into a single wall conductance ratio parameter, defined
as Cd = (σS d )/(σL D). In the present Letter, we covered an
extensive range of the wall conductance parameter, i.e., 0 
Cd < ∞, where Cd = 0 indicates fully electrically insulating
walls, and Cd → ∞ indicates the fully electrically conducting
walls, respectively. For these two cases, boundary conditions
for the electric potential are defined as: (i) ∂φ/∂y = 0 at
y = 0 and y = D; ∂φ/∂z = 0 at z = 0 and z = D for perfectly
electrically insulated walls (all walls); (ii) φ = 0 at y = 0 and
y = D for perfectly conducting (side) walls.
We apply the wall-resolving dynamic LES approach to
capture the instantaneous turbulence structures. It serves as
the best compromise between the accuracy in capturing the
instantaneous flow physics and the total computational costs
(in comparison to the fully resolving DNS [23,24]). The dynamic LES adopted here automatically takes into account the
local effects of the Lorentz force generated, through local
adjustment of the Smagorinsky coefficient [4,8]. The numerical mesh contains (Nx × Ny × Nz = 720 × 80 × 80)fluid
and (Nx × Ny × Nz = 720 × 12 × 80)wall nonuniformly distributed control volumes in the fluid and wall regions,
respectively. Special attention is devoted to having a proper
resolution of boundary layers along the surrounding walls for
all flow regimes. The Hartmann and Shercliff layer criteria
(with a typical thickness of δHa = D/Ha and δSh = D/Ha1/2 )
have been accomplished with 10 points in the Hartmann layer
and 25 points in the Shercliff layer.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the present dynamic LES and DNS results from the literature for a non-MHD (( ): Ha = 0, [25]) and
MHD (( ): Ha = 21.2, Cd = 0, [10]): (a) the vertical profiles in
the proximity of the Shercliff walls, (b) the horizontal profiles in the
proximity of the Hartmann walls of the nondimensional streamwise
velocity fluctuations (urms ). The zoom ins show the logarithm-law
distribution of the mean streamwise velocity component. The present
): Ha = 0; (
): Ha =
dynamic LES is indicated as follows: (
) : Ha = 21.2, Cd = 0.05; (
): Ha = 21.2,
21.2, Cd = 0; (
): Ha = 21.2, Cd = 0.5; (
): Ha = 21.2, Cd = 5;
Cd = 0.25; (
): Ha = 21.2, Cd → ∞.
(

We start our analysis by validating the dynamic LES approach adopted here against the fully resolved DNS results for
a non-MHD duct flow (Ha = 0, [25]) and a MHD duct flow
with perfectly electrically insulating walls (Cd = 0, Ha =
21.1, [10])— both in a fully developed turbulent regime at
Re = 5602. The profiles obtained for the long-term timeaveraged streamwise velocity fluctuations and the mean
streamwise velocity component (characteristic logarithm-law
distributions) are shown in Fig. 2. For both the non-MHD (Ha
= 0) and the MHD case (Ha = 21.1), predicted profiles are
in very good agreement with DNS results from the literature.
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Characteristic peak values in the proximity of walls are properly captured as well as the entire distribution towards the duct
center—confirming the accuracy of the adopted simulation
approach. Next, we move to perform a series of simulations
by changing the wall-conductance ratio parameter (Cd ) over
an extensive range of values, varying from the electrically
insulated to the perfectly electrically conducting walls, i.e.,
0  Cd < ∞. All remaining flow parameters (Re and Ha) are
kept unchanged. The first distinct feature of the profiles of
the nondimensional streamwise fluctuating velocity is their
peculiar nonmonotonic behavior, Fig. 2. The characteristic
peak values in the proximity of the duct walls are observed for
the non-MHD case with fully symmetric distributions along
the Shercliff and Hartmann walls. Activation of the magnetic
field with fully electrically insulated walls (Cd = 0) leads to
small suppression of the peak value in the proximity of the
Shercliff wall and a significant suppression in the proximity
of the Hartmann wall. By slightly increasing the wall conductivity (Cd = 0.05), a small suppression of the peak values
is observed in the proximity of both Hartmann and Shercliff
walls, whereas the values in the duct center are unaffected.
With Cd = 0.25, a suppression of the peak value is obtained in
the proximity of the Shercliff walls. The location of the peak is
shifted farther from the wall (i.e., at z/L = 0.1), and the value
in the center of the duct is significantly increased, Fig. 2(a). In
contrast to this behavior (for the same Cd = 0.25), the profile
of streamwise velocity fluctuation in the vicinity of the Hartmann wall produced a peak value above that of Cd = 0.05,
which is now shifted towards the duct center with higher values also in the central part of the duct, Fig. 2(b). For Cd = 0.5,
a remarkable increase is observed at both locations. The value
at the duct center reaches identical values as for the non-MHD
case (i.e., Ha = 0). For Cd = 5, a less dramatic reorganization
is taking place, characterized by the movement of the peak
location closer to the walls, whereas the values in the duct
center remain unaffected. With a further increase in Cd → ∞,
there are no visible additional changes in the profiles at both
locations, indicating that a saturation point was reached.
To provide additional insights in this remarkable nonmonotonic behavior of the streamwise velocity fluctuations, we
calculate the skin friction coefficients [C f = τ /(0.5ρu02 )] at
the Hartmann and Shercliff walls over a wide range of Cd ,
Fig. 3. Starting from a fully developed turbulent (T ) state
at Ha = 0, activation of the uniform transverse magnetic
field at Ha = 21.2 with perfectly electrically insulating walls
(Cd = 0), generates suppression of C f at the Shercliff walls
and an enhancement at the Hartmann walls. With a further
increase in the wall conductivity, a gradual reduction in C f is
observed for both Hartmann and Shercliff walls (up to Cd =
0.05). After reaching Cd = 0.05, a more rapid suppression
occurs for both walls, resulting in local minimum values in the
0.1  Cd  0.2 range. The plots of the instantaneous streamwise velocity contours portray a stable fully symmetrical
distribution without any traces of the locally occurring intermittency, indicating a complete relaminarization (L) of the
flow, Fig. 3. After reaching Cd > 0.2, both friction coefficients
start to increase. Analysis of the instantaneous streamwise velocity contours confirms the reappearance of the intermittent
flow features. The slope of the C f for the Shercliff walls is
much steeper compared to the Hartmann walls, resulting in a
characteristic crossover at approximately Cd = 1. For Cd > 1,
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FIG. 3. Dependency of the friction coefficient (C f ) at the Shercliff ( ) and Hartmann () duct walls on the wall-conductance
parameter (Cd ) for fixed Re = 5602 and Ha = 21.2. One representative of each characteristic flow regime is selected: (T ): fully
turbulent; (T -L): turbulent to laminar transition; (L): fully laminar;
(L-T ): laminar to turbulent transition, respectively. In the current
plot, the value of C f at the Cd → ∞ regime has been assigned to
a finite value of Cd instead of infinity. Furthermore, we indicate C f
values for the non-MHD case (Ha = 0): (
): the present Letter;
( ): the experimental correlation of Ref. [26].

the friction coefficient at the Shercliff walls takes over its
counterpart along the Hartmann walls, and a fully recovered turbulent state is present. Additional crossovers can be
observed at Cd = 5 where the C f along the Shercliff walls
reaches the C f of the non-MHD case. After Cd = 5, characteristic slopes are much less steep, indicating convergence
towards the final asymptotic states. The values of C f when
Cd → ∞, show an increase compared to the neutral nonMHD (Ha = 0) case for the Shercliff walls. In contrast to
the Shercliff walls, C f for the Hartmann walls reaches values
close to the neutral case. It can be concluded that C f behavior
along the Hartmann and Shercliff walls portrays complex
behavior indicating a significant flow and turbulence reorganization. Starting from the fully developed turbulent flow
regime for the neutral non-MHD case by changing solely the

wall conductance, the partial or complete relaminarization can
be observed, followed by a rapid recovery of the intermittent
states. Finally, for Cd → ∞, the fully developed turbulence
is recovered. Both of the previously analyzed quantities—the
friction coefficients along the walls (Fig. 3) and profiles of
the rms of the streamwise fluctuations (Fig. 2)—are long-term
time-averaged quantities. We also partially addressed some
of the instantaneous flow features by plotting contours of the
streamwise velocity in the characteristic central plane (insets
of Fig. 3). To provide detailed insights into a full threedimensional flow and turbulence structures, we calculate the
second invariant of the velocity-gradient tensor parameter (the
so-called Q criterion), and apply this criterion to identify
instantaneous features over a wide range of 0  Cd < ∞,
Fig. 4. The plots reveal a very dense population of the coherent
structures in the proximity of the Shercliff walls at the Cd =
0, Fig. 4(a). By changing the wall conductivity (Cd = 0.05
and Cd = 0.1) a distinct clustering of the coherent structures
along the Shercliff walls is observed with a clear reduction
of their spatial extent in the streamwise direction, Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c). These distributions of the coherent structures exhibit
similar patterns (patterned turbulence) as previously observed
in standard MHD channels with electrically insulated walls
(Cd = 0) when the strength of the imposed magnetic field is
increased [12]. At Cd = 0.15, there is total suppression of the
coherent structures, confirming full relaminarization of the
flow, Fig. 4(d). For Cd = 0.25, reappearance of coherent structures in the central part of the duct takes place, confirming
localized turbulence production, Fig. 4(e). By further increasing Cd = 0.5, the coherent structures start to occupy regions
closer to the Shercliff walls, Fig. 4(f). This trend continues
for higher values of Cd = 1.5 where coherent structures are
rapidly expanding towards the wall regions (in both directions), producing even more dense distributions compared to
the Cd = 0 case, Figs. 4(g) and 4(a). It should be noted that
this is the range of Cd where C f plots indicate a crossover
between the Hartmann and the Shercliff walls, Fig. 3. There
are no significant differences in coherent structure distributions between Cd = 1.5 [Fig. 4(g)] and the case with perfectly
conducting walls, Cd → ∞ [Fig. 4(h)].
To provide a possible origin of the observed changes of
flow regimes—from initially fully turbulent, then partial and
complete relaminarizations, and finally, return to fully recovered turbulence—we next analyze complex mechanisms

FIG. 4. The instantaneous coherent structures in the MHD duct flow identified as isosurfaces of the second invariant of the velocity-gradient
tensor (Q criterion, Q = 1 s−2 ), colored with the streamwise velocity at Re = 5602 and Ha = 21.2: (a) Cd = 0, (b) Cd = 0.05, (c) Cd = 0.1,
(d) Cd = 0.15, (e) Cd = 0.25, (f) Cd = 0.5, (g) Cd = 1.5, and (h) Cd → ∞.
L013101-4
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FIG. 5. Contours of the long-term time-averaged streamwise
velocity (a)–(c), nondimensional electric potential (φ ∗ = φ/U0 BD)
with iso-lines of electric current (d)–(f), the streamwise component
of the nondimensional Lorentz force (FxL∗ = FxL /σU0 B2 ) (g)–(i), and
nondimensional turbulent kinetic energy (TKE = 0.5ui2 /U02 ) (j)–(l)
in the central vertical plane (x/L = 20) for the fixed Re = 5602,
Ha = 21.2, and various wall conductances.

along the following flow or electromagnetic field interaction
×B

×B

pathways: [u −→ ∇φ → e → j −→ FL → u] (where e is the
generated electric field). We plot contours of the mean streamwise velocity, electric potential, total current density, as well
as resulting streamwise Lorentz force and turbulent kinetic
energy—all on the central vertical plane (L = 20 D), Fig. 5.
For the fully insulated walls (Cd = 0), the mean streamwise velocity contours show a clear suppression along the
central horizontal line, Fig. 5(a). The electric potential exhibits a nearly linear distribution in the vertical direction,
Fig. 5(d). The total current streamlines form characteristic
double loops which are closed within the fluid domain with
the highest density in the proximity of the Hartmann walls,
Fig. 5(d). These regions coincide with locations where the
horizontal Lorentz force is highest, Fig. 5(g) due to mutual
perpendicular orientation between the total current and the
imposed magnetic field (note that the solid black line indicates
the zero value of the FxL∗ ) resulting in a significant reduction
of turbulence here, Fig. 5(j). In contrast to this behavior,
in the proximity of the Shercliff walls, the Lorentz force
is much weaker, and the resulting turbulent kinetic energy
is almost unaffected in comparison to the non-MHD case.
The imprints of the generated Lorentz force on the mean
streamwise velocity are shown in Fig. 5(a) where a transition
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from a full diagonal symmetrical distribution (for the nonMHD case) towards symmetry along the central vertical line
is obtained. By replacing the fully insulated Hartmann walls
with walls with the finite conductance (Cd = 0.25), different
distributions of the mean velocity are obtained, showing two
distinct regions aligned with the Shercliff walls, Fig. 5(b).
Note that the selected value of Cd = 0.25 is for the case for
which a local turbulence reoccurrence happens [as illustrated
in Fig. 4(e)]. The total current streamlines are now entering
the sidewalls, and the electric potential starts to increase gradients in the corner regions, Fig. 5(e). The resulting positive
streamwise Lorentz force is confined within much thinner
Hartmann boundary layers, whereas the significant negative
Lorentz force is generated in the duct center, Fig. 5(h). The
regions with the positive streamwise Lorentz force disappear
entirely for Cd → ∞, Fig. 5(i). The strong shear originating
from the M-shaped velocity profiles re-introduces the turbulence seed regions farther away from the boundary layer
regions, generating the four distinct islands of the elevated
turbulence, Fig. 5(k). With a further increase in Cd , these
regions expand toward walls, producing the final (Cd → ∞)
turbulence distribution as shown in Fig. 5(l). In contrast to
Cd = 0 case (Fig. 5(j), the turbulence along the Hartmann
walls is augmented—in both intensity and area that occupies. The turbulence along the Shercliff walls now covers a
significantly smaller area, Fig. 5(l). Despite this locally enhanced turbulence region, the friction coefficient (C f ) along
the Hartmann walls is smaller than along the Shercliff walls,
Fig. 3. This confirms that the observed nonmonotonic changes
in the friction coefficients along the Hartmann and Shercliff
walls are the result of combined effects of the generation of
the distinct wall-jet regions in the proximity of the Shercliff
walls (i.e., M-shaped mean streamwise velocity profiles) and
turbulence reorganization. Our argument that the combined
effects are responsible for the observed novel regimes are
also supported by the fact that a monotonic behavior of the
friction coefficient versus wall-conductance dependency (i.e.,
continuously increasing for the Shercliff walls and continuously decreasing for the Hartmann walls) is obtained for the
laminar MHD duct cases with changing wall conductance in
the 0  Cd < ∞ range [22].
To summarize, we numerically investigated the influence
of varying the electric conductance of surrounding duct walls
on the initially fully developed turbulence subjected to a
transverse constant uniform magnetic field. We analyzed the
instantaneous and long-term time-averaged features of the
flow, turbulence, electric potential, total current density, and
resulting Lorentz force. The instantaneous coherent structures
portray distinct regimes characterized by a coexistence of the
turbulent and laminar flow regimes, a complete relaminarization, as well as a partial and complete turbulence regeneration.
This nonmonotonic behavior was also reflected in the distributions of the friction coefficients along the Hartmann and
Shercliff walls. The initially higher values of C f along the
Hartmann walls and lover values along the Shercliff walls for
Cd = 0 are inverted for Cd → ∞. The characteristic crossover
occurred when Cd ≈ 1. This behavior is explained in terms
of combined reorganization of the main flow (wall jets) and
local turbulence. The presented results can be directly applicable for the electromagnetic braking in continuous casting of
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liquid steel and design of the liquid-metal blankets in a new
generation of fusion reactors. Finally, with the present Letter,
we would like to motivate a new generation of the MHD
experiments in generic configurations based on here presented
working conditions.
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